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Abstract

Background: Brain tumor therapeutic responses can be quantified from magnetic

resonance images (MRI) using 1- (1D) and 2-dimensional (2D) linear and volumetric

methods, but few studies in dogs compare these techniques.

Hypotheses: Linear methods will be obtained faster, but have less agreement than

volumetric measurements. Therapeutic response agreement will be highest with the

total T2W tumor volumetric (TTV) method. Therapeutic response at 6-weeks will

correlate with overall survival (OS).

Animals: Forty-six dogs with intracranial gliomas.

Methods: Prospective study. Three raters measured tumors using 1D and 2D linear, TTV,

and contrast-enhancing volumetric (CEV) techniques on 143 brain MRI to determine

agreement between methods, define therapeutic responses, and assess relations with OS.

Results: Raters performed 1D the fastest (2.9 ± 0.57 minutes) and CEV slowest

(17.8 ± 6.2 minutes). Inter- and intraobserver agreements were excellent (intraclass correla-

tions ≥.91) across methods. Correlations between linear (1D vs 2D; ρ > .91) and volumetric

(TTV vs CEV; ρ > .73) methods were stronger than linear to volumetric comparisons

(ρ range, .26-.59). Incorporating clinical and imaging data resulted in fewer discordant thera-

peutic responses across methods. Dogs having partial tumor responses at 6 weeks had a

lower death hazard than dogs with stable or progressive disease when assessed using 2D,

CEV, and TTV (hazard ration 2.1; 95% confidence interval, 1.22-3.63; P= .008).

Conclusions and Clinical Importance: One-dimensional, 2D, CEV, and TTV are

comparable for determining therapeutic response. Given the simplicity, universal

applicability, and superior performance of the TTV, we recommend its use to stan-

dardize glioma therapeutic response criteria.

Abbreviations: 1D, 1-dimensional; 2D, 2-dimensional; 3DT1W, 3-dimensional T1-weighted images; CEV, contrast-enhancing tumor volume; CR, complete response; HR, hazard ratio; LD, longest

diameter; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; OS, overall survival; PD, progressive disease; PR, partial responses; RAVNO, Response Assessment in Veterinary Neuro-oncology; RECIST, Response

Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors; ROI, regions of interest; SD, stable disease; SPD, sum product diameters; SRT, stereotactic radiotherapy; TTV, total T2W tumor volume.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Using serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans to quantify changes

in the size of brain tumors after treatment is 1 of the most important and

widely applied objective criteria used to define and assess the efficacy of

cancer therapeutics.1,2 In dogs with gliomas, favorable relationships

between objective reductions in tumor size and pragmatic clinical out-

comes such as improvement in interictal clinical signs of brain dysfunc-

tion, seizure control, and survival have been observed.3-5

Several methods to quantify solid tumor size on diagnostic imaging

studies are described including the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid

Tumors (RECIST), which utilizes a 1-dimensional (1D) linear measurement

of the longest tumor diameter; the MacDonald and Response Assess-

ment in Veterinary Neuro-oncology (RAVNO) criteria, both of which

measure tumor size using orthogonal 2-dimensional (2D) linear measure-

ments; and several manual, semiautomated, or fully computer automated

volumetric methods.1,2,6 Applying these methods in brain tumors, and

particularly in gliomas, has been associated with numerous challenges

associated with difficulties identifying distinct tumor borders, complex

and irregular tumor geometries, and the requirement of conventional

criteria to measure only the contrast-enhancing tumor burden.1,2 There

is greater interobserver variability associated with 2D linear compared to

volumetric measurement methods in dogs with glioma, but the implica-

tions of this variability on the assessment of therapeutic response have

yet to be investigated.6 As not all gliomas in dogs demonstrate contrast-

enhancement, there is a need to further define and evaluate tumor

measurement criteria based on T2W sequences, as have been utilized in

clinical studies in dogs.3-5

The goals of this study were to: (a) evaluate inter- and intraobserver

reliability and rater efficiency for 1D, 2D, and volumetric methods of gli-

oma measurement in dogs; (b) compare agreement in tumor response

assessments between linear and volumetric methods of glioma quantifica-

tion; and (c) identify correlations of tumor response with survival. We

hypothesized that: (a) linear methods would be performed faster but with

less agreement compared to volumetric techniques; (b) among all methods

examined, tumor response assignment agreement would be highest when

assessed using the total T2W tumor volumetric (TTV) measurement;

and (c) the tumor response at 6 weeks would correlate with overall

survival (OS).

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Study design and animals

This was a prospective study of 46 dogs with histologically confirmed,

solitary intracranial gliomas that were consecutively treated at a single

institution that utilized a standardized image acquisition protocol

(Table S1) to obtain serial pre- and posttreatment brain MRI scans in

each dog using a 1.5 T superconducting magnet (Philips Intera, Ando-

ver, Massachusetts) as described previosuly.4,7 To be included in the

study, dogs needed to have survived long enough to have completed

at least 1 (6 week) follow-up brain MRI examination after treatment.

All MRI were performed with the dogs under general anesthesia, and

additional MRI sequences were obtained depending on which treat-

ment the dog received, or at the request of the attending neurologist

or radiologist. Each dog underwent a baseline (pretreatment) MRI

scan, and was followed with clinical and MRI examinations at 6 weeks,

and 3, 6, 9, and 12 months after treatment or until death.4 Thirty-

three dogs received some form of investigational therapy; 8 dogs

were treated with stereotactic radiotherapy (SRT; 3 � 8 Gy on

alternate days), and 5/46 dogs were treated with an investigational

agent and SRT.4 No dog included in this study was treated with sur-

gical resection of the glioma, as acute postoperative MRI scans in

this population were not universally performed, and not standard-

ized when obtained. Dog owners provided written, informed con-

sent to participate in investigative clinical trials, and all trial related

procedures were approved by the institutional animal care and use

committee.

2.2 | Quantitative MRI measurements

Three raters experienced with cranial MRI interpretation and canine

brain tumor response assessment criteria independently evaluated

and performed 1D, 2D, and volumetric measurements on each MRI

included in the study. MRI DICOM datasets from each case and time

were imported into commercial image viewing and analysis software

(Osirix MD, v11.0.4, Pixmeo, Switzerland). The RECIST method was

used to perform 1D measurements by identifying the longest diameter

(LD; d1) across a contrast-enhancing lesion on transverse postcontrast

3-dimensional T1-weighted (3DT1W) images.1 RAVNO criteria were

used to perform 2D measurements, which was expressed as the sum of

the product (SPD) of the largest diameter (d1) and its maximum perpen-

dicular diameter (d2) from each measurable tumor on transverse

postcontrast 3DT1W images (Figure S1).1,2 For the purposes of this

study, we conservatively defined measurable enhancing tumor bur-

dens as those ≥4 mm in diameter, which is a target lesion threshold

that is 4 times larger than the slice thickness of the 3DT1W

sequences acquired.1 Cystic and necrotic areas were excluded from

1D and 2D measurements.1,2 For tumors that did not demonstrate

contrast enhancement, 1D and 2D measurements were obtained

from transverse T2W images (Figure S2), as has been applied to

human low-grade gliomas.2
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Two volumetric tumor habitats from each dog at each imaging

timepoint were created for quantitative analyses. The first habitat was

the total T2W tumor volume (TTV), which was defined using transverse

T2W images. To exclude regions of peritumoral edema from the TTV,

transverse 3DT1W, T2W, and FLAIR images were synchronized and

qualitatively evaluated. Manually defined regions of interest (ROIs) rep-

resenting the TTV were generated on contiguous T2W image slices

(Figures S1 and S2), the subsequent TTV calculated with the Osirix MD

ROI-volume function, and the TTV saved as a DICOM file.3,4

The second tumor habitat was the contrast-enhancing tumor volume

(CEV), which was calculated using a previously described dT1 method

with IB Neuro Delta Suite plug-in software (v 20.10, Imaging Biometrics,

Wisconsin) for Osirix MD.8 For dT1 image generation, 3DT1W pre- and

postcontrast images were coregistered in an automated manner using

a rigid mutual-information cost function. Image calibration allows

semiautomated delineation of enhancing lesions and was accomplished

by selecting a fixed intensity threshold and applying it consistently across

cases and time points. The threshold of 2800 calibrated units was applied

to all studies based on consensus determination by 2 raters each with

>20 years of experience in neuro-oncologic image analysis. The calibrated

and registered precontrast 3DT1W images were then subtracted from

the calibrated and registered postcontrast 3DT1W images, resulting in a

dT1image map, which was then saved as a DICOM file.8

Preprocessed dT1 DICOM files were imported into open-source

image analysis software (3D Slicer v 4.0; http://www.slicer.org) for

supervised CEV habitat segmentation visualization and verification

using previously described methods.9,10 For the CEV habitat, the

user identifies and applies a color labelmap for the tumor-specific

habitat, and then also identifies the background by painting it with a

differently colored labelmap outside the tumor-specific habitat with

a 5 to 7 mm brush tool. The “GrowCut” function of the editor mod-

ule was then applied to automatically generate a competing growing

region for the CEV habitat, which was simultaneously visualized

in the transverse, dorsal, and sagittal planes of the postcontrast

3DT1W MR images (Figure S1). After qualitative visual inspection of

the automated volumetric habitat labelmap overlays on the anatomic

images, the user determines if habitat refinement is required. When

refinements were applied, they were performed using the “dilation,”
“erosion,” or “island removal” tools in the editor module. Upon final

segmentation verification by the user, the CEV habitat was saved as

an .nrrd file. CEV volumetric data from the resulting segmented habi-

tat were generated by using the “volume calculation” function of the

segment statistics module of 3D Slicer.

To assess the efficiency of the quantification methods and deter-

mine if there was a learning curve associated with measurement

methods, each rater used an electronic timer during the calculation of

each of the 1D, 2D, CEV, and TTV measurements determined from

the first 25 (first batch) and 75th to 100th (second batch of) MRI

scans that they reviewed. Intraobserver variability was evaluated by

having each rater calculate 1D, 2D, CEV, and TTV measurements

2 times on 25 randomly selected MRI scans (random number genera-

tor, GraphPad, San Diego, California). The rater's first and second

measurements of each scan were separated by at least 4 months.

At the end of data recording, each rater was also asked to provide

subjective, open-ended comments as to which measurement method(s)

they thought the most efficient, user friendly, and challenging, as well

as for the reasons behind their individual conclusions.

2.3 | Therapeutic response criteria

Therapeutic responses were defined according to RECIST (1D), RAVNO

(2D), and volumetric extrapolated criteria for TTV and CEV, as have been

adapted for use in veterinary medicine.1,4 For all methods, a complete

response (CR) required the elimination of all enhancing tumor or complete

disappearance of all T2W/FLAIR lesions. Partial responses (PR) were

defined as ≥30% decrease in the LD for RECIST, ≥50% decrease in SPD

for RAVNO linear systems, and ≥65% decreases in TTV or CEV for volu-

metric methods. Progressive disease (PD) was considered present if the

LD increased by ≥20%, the SPD increased by ≥25%, or if TTV or CEV

increased by ≥40%. All other responses constituted stable disease (SD).1,4

For the purposes of this study, therapeutic responses assessments were

first assigned by each rater using only RECIST, RAVNO, and volumetric

imaging criteria while blinded to each case's clinical status. After a period

of 6 months, each rater was provided the accompanying clinical informa-

tion from each case and time point and then reassigned RAVNO and

volumetric therapeutic responses using composite clinical and imaging

criteria as described previously (Table S2).1,2,7 Overall survival (OS) was

measured in days from the date the baseline, pretreatment MRI was

obtained until death.

2.4 | Statistical analyses

To compare the time required for raters to measure tumors across

batches, paired t-tests were performed. A mixed effects model, which

included rater and batch interaction effects, was later used to examine

whether rater effect on the time required to measure tumors using

each of the measurement methods was different by batches. Intraclass

correlation coefficients were calculated to assess interobserver and

intraobserver reliabilities. Pairwise correlations between tumor mea-

surement methods were determined by comparing percent change in

tumor size from baseline or best response (1D vs 2D, 1D vs TTV, 1D vs

CEV, etc) to determine the concordance between methods using

Spearman's rank correlation coefficients because not all variables were

normally distributed. The concordant counts by categorical response

for all raters were calculated. Therapeutic response agreement by rater,

measurement method, and follow-up time when comparing clinical and

imaging criteria vs imaging criteria alone was calculated using weighted

Kappa statistics.

Landmark survival analyses were performed at the 6-week follow-

up time to determine whether tumor response assignment generated

using each measurement method predicted OS. Landmark analyses

included all dogs that were alive and not censored at the 6-week time

point and compared the subsequent OS of dogs that had demonstrated

an objective response (CR and PR) at that point vs those that had not
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(SD and PD), as determined using clinical and imaging-based criteria

where applicable (eg, 2D, CEV, TTV). Cox proportional hazard model

was used to determine risk of death based on the average therapeutic

response determined across the 3 raters at 6 weeks for each tumor

measurement method. All statistical analyses were performed using

SAS software (version 9.4, SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Dog characteristics

Forty-six dogs with histopathological confirmed intracranial gliomas

were included in the study. The breed distribution consisted of Boxers

(10), Boston terriers (8), mixed breeds (7), French bulldogs (3), English

bulldogs (3), Cane Corso (2), and Staffordshire terriers (2), with the

remaining dogs representing 11 other purebreds. The median age at

which the baseline MRI was obtained was 7 years (range, 4-11) and

the median body weight was 24 kg (range, 5-55). There were 29 males

(26 neutered, 3 intact) and 17 females (16 spayed, 1 intact). Tumor

histopathologic diagnoses were obtained by stereotactic brain biopsy

in all dogs, and additionally at necropsy in 28/46 (61%) of dogs.11-14

Histopathological diagnoses included 26 oligodendrogliomas (9 low-

grade, 17 high-grade), 16 astrocytomas (7 low-grade, 9 high-grade),

and 4 undefined gliomas (3 low-grade, 1 high-grade). All dogs were

F IGURE 1 Time required for raters to
measure tumors using each method. Each
of the 1D, 2D, TTV, CEV measurements
were significantly different across raters
(#, all P ≤ .0002) . Rater 1 performed all
measurements faster than Rater 3, and
Rater 2 also performed the CEV faster
than Rater 3 (##, all P < .0001). Raters
performed 1D, TTV, and CEV

measurements faster on the second batch
of MRI scans compared to the first batch
(*, all P ≤ .0003)

TABLE 1 Interobserver intraclass correlations (ICC) by tumor
measurement method

Measurement method and evaluation time Interobserver ICC

1D baseline .94

2D baseline .96

CEV baseline .98

TTV baseline .98

1D 6 week .95

2D 6 week .96

CEV 6 week .98

TTV 6 week .98

1D 3 month .98

2D 3 month .98

CEV 3 month .98

TTV 3 month .99

1D 6 month .99

2D 6 month .98

CEV 6 month .97

TTV 6 month .99

1D 9 month .97

2D 9 month .91

CEV 9 month .94

TTV 9 month .99

1D 12 month .98

2D 12 month .92

CEV 12 month .98

TTV 12 month .99

TABLE 2 Intraobserver intraclass correlations (ICC) by tumor
measurement method

Intraobserver ICC

Measurement method Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3 All raters

1D .998 .998 .998 .995

2D .997 .998 .998 .995

CEV .999 .999 .999 .997

TTV .999 .999 .999 .999
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TABLE 3 Pairwise correlations between tumor measurement methods

Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3

Measurement method comparison Correlation coefficient (ρ) P value Correlation coefficient (ρ) P value Correlation coefficient (ρ) P value

1D vs 2D .973 <.0001 .902 <.0001 .911 <.0001

1D vs TTV .562 <.0001 .554 <.0001 .551 <.0001

1D vs CEV .321 .03 .308 .03 .262 .08

2D vs TTV .498 .001 .459 .001 .454 .002

2D vs CEV .261 .07 .265 .08 .263 .08

TTV vs CEV .764 <.0001 .782 <.0001 .738 <.0001

TABLE 4 Categorical therapeutic response assignment determined by each rater and measurement method for 97 follow-up MRI scans

Categorical response counts by rater Concordant counts by categorical response for all raters
(frequency of agreement %)

Total concordance

(frequency of
agreement %)

Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3

Measurement method CR PR SD PD CR PR SD PD CR PR SD PD CR PR SD PD

Imaging response assessment only

1D 4 17 47 29 4 13 51 29 4 16 47 30 12/12 (100%) 41/46 (89%) 142/145 (98%) 87/88 (98%) 282/291 (97%)

2D 4 18 40 35 4 17 47 29 4 16 45 32 12/12 (100%) 49/51 (96%) 123/132 (93%) 87/96 (91%) 271/291 (92%)

CEV 4 6 15 13 4 6 14 14 4 6 16 12 12/12 (100%) 18/18 (100%) 43/45 (95%) 36/39 (92%) 109/114 (96%)

TTV 4 16 43 34 4 16 44 33 4 16 44 33 12/12 (100%) 48/48 (100%) 130/131 (99%) 99/100 (99%) 289/291 (99%)

Total counts 16 57 145 111 16 52 156 105 16 54 152 107 48/48 (100%) 156/163 (96%) 438/453 (97%) 309/323 (96%) 951/987 (96%)

Clinical and imaging response assessmenta

2D 4 17 41 35 4 16 47 30 4 15 46 32 12/12 (100%) 46/48 (96%) 127/134 (95%) 90/97 (93%) 275/291 (95%)

CEV 4 5 15 14 4 5 16 13 4 5 16 13 12/12 (100%) 15/15 (100%) 46/47 (98%) 39/40 (97%) 112/114 (98%)

TTV 4 16 43 34 4 16 44 33 4 16 44 33 12/12 (100%) 48/48 (100%) 130/131 (99%) 99/100 (99%) 289/291 (99%)

Total counts 12 38 99 83 12 37 107 76 12 36 106 78 36/36 (100%) 109/111 (98%) 303/312 (97%) 228/237 (96%) 676/696 (97%)

Abbreviations: CR, complete response; PD, progressive disease; PR, partial response; SD, stable disease.
aThere are no clinical criteria associated with assigning therapeutic responses with the RECIST (1D) method.

TABLE 5 Therapeutic response
agreement by rater, measurement
method, and follow-up time when
comparing clinical and imaging criteria vs
imaging criteria alone

Weighted kappa

Measurement method and follow-up time Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3

2D 6 week 1.00 1.00 1.00

CEV 6 week 1.00 1.00 1.00

TTV 6 week 1.00 1.00 1.00

2D 3 month 0.94 1.00 1.00

CEV 3 month 1.00 1.00 1.00

TTV 3 month 1.00 1.00 1.00

2D 6 month 1.00 1.00 1.00

CEV 6 month 0.86 1.00 1.00

TTV 6 month 1.00 1.00 1.00

2D 9 month 1.00 0.84 1.00

CEV 9 month 1.00 1.00 1.00

TTV 9 month 1.00 0.96 1.00

2D 12 month 1.00 1.00 1.00

CEV 12 month 1.00 1.00 1.00

TTV 12 month 1.00 1.00 1.00
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treated with prednisone continuously (33/46) or intermittently (13/46)

throughout the course of their disease (median 1.1 mg/kg/day PO;

range, 0.62-1.4 mg/kg day).

A total of 143 MRI scans from these 46 dogs were reviewed by

each rater. Contrast-enhancing tumor burdens were present in 33/46

dogs. All dogs underwent baseline and 6-week posttreatment imaging.

Additionally, 3-month posttreatment MRI were obtained in 24/46

(52%) dogs, 6 month posttreatment MRI in 17/46 (37%), 9 month

posttreatment MRI in 6/46 (13%), and 12 month posttreatment MRI

in 4/46 (9%). All dogs were dead at the time of data analysis.

3.2 | Tumor measurement method calculation time

Raters performed 1D measurements faster than the other 3 methods,

and also took longer to calculate the CEV compared to the other

methods (Figure 1; Table S3). After adjusting for batch effects, the

times required to perform 1D (P = .0002), 2D (P < .0001), TTV

(P < .0001), and CEV (P < .0001) measurements were each different

across raters. Rater 1 performed 1D (P < .0001), 2D (P < .0001), and

TTV (P < .0001) measurements faster than Rater 3, and CEV calcula-

tions faster than Raters 2 and 3 (P < .0001). After adjusting for rater

effects, raters performed 1D (P < .0001), TTV (P = .0003), and CEV

(P < .0001) faster on the second batch of MRI scans compared to the

first batch.

3.3 | Rater interobserver and intraobserver
correlations

Interobserver and intraobserver correlations were excellent across mea-

surement methods and time periods, with all interobserver intraclass cor-

relations ≥.91 (Table 1) and all intraobserver intraclass correlations ≥.99

(Table 2).

3.4 | Measurement methodologic correlations

Across raters, linear assessment method comparisons (ie, 1D vs 2D)

correlated very strongly (all ρ ≥ .91), between volumetric comparisons

were strong (ie, TTV vs CEV; all ρ ≥ .73), and correlations between lin-

ear and volumetric methods (ie, 1D vs CEV, etc) were moderate to

weak (ρ range, .26-.59; Table 3).

3.5 | Therapeutic response assignment agreement

To determine the concordance among methods in categorizing thera-

peutic response, all of the follow-up scans were classified by each

rater into each response category according to the percentage change

from baseline or best overall response as defined by the various mea-

surement methods using only imaging or imaging and clinical criteria

(Table 4). There was perfect (100%) concordance across raters and

F IGURE 2 Kaplan-Meier survival estimates after the 6 week
landmark with tumor responses determined using 1D (A), 2D (B), CEV
(C), and TTV (D) measurement criteria. The death hazard was not
significantly different between dogs having CR or PR (blue curve) at
6 weeks compared to those with SD (red curve) or PD (green curve)
when determined using 1D measurements (A; hazard ratio [HR] 1.15;
95% confidence interval [CI], 0.99-1.33; P = .053). Dogs with CR or PR
have significantly increased survivals compared to dogs with SD or PD
when tumor responses were determined using 2D (B; HR 1.20; 95% CI,
1.03-1.40; P = .02), CEV (C; HR 1.58; 95% CI, 1.81-2.11; P = .002), or
TTV (D; HR 2.10; 95% CI, 1.22-3.63; P = .008) criteria. The shadowed
areas represent 95% CIs for the survival curve of corresponding color
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methods for assigning CR, with greater variability and good to excel-

lent concordance associated with PR (89%-100% concordance), SD

(93%-99% concordance), and PD (91%-99% concordance). Concor-

dance rates across raters and methods were superior when therapeutic

responses were assigned using clinical and imaging criteria (Table 4) vs

imaging data alone. Discordance between therapeutic response cate-

gorical assignments using imaging compared to imaging and clinical data

was observed for all methods (Tables 4 and 5).

3.6 | Survival analyses

Compared with dogs having CR or PR at 6 weeks, the death hazard

was significantly higher for dogs with SD or PD when therapeutic

responses were assessed using 2D, CEV, and TTV methodologies

(Figure 2). The death hazard was not significantly different between

dogs having CR or PR at 6 weeks compared to those with SD and PD

when determined using 1D measurements.

3.7 | Rater subjective assessments of
measurement methods

Raters unanimously stated that the 1D method was technically the

easiest and quickest to perform, requiring just 3 mouse clicks to exe-

cute once image slice selection was complete, and that the CEV was

associated with the largest time investment and steepest learning

curve. All raters also commented that manual placement of 1D and

2D measurements on contrast-enhancing, cystic, and necrotic tumors

was the most challenging aspect of the analyses, and generally resulted

in an underestimation of the tumor burden. Two raters each indicated

that: (a) the TTV represented an ideal compromise between efficiency

and reliability; (b) discrimination of potential treatment related changes

from tumor was difficult, and (c) the CEV's relative complexity and reli-

ance on multiple software platforms, including a proprietary plug-in

module, represented practical barriers to the routine clinical use of this

method.

4 | DISCUSSION

This study attempts to address notable and persistent challenges to the

implementation and interpretation of objective, quantitative neuroradio-

logic criteria for determination of therapeutic responses in dogs with

glioma, which is a fundamental step toward defining evidence-based treat-

ment recommendations. Currently, there is lack of consensus regarding a

tumor measurement method that is easily and rapidly performed, robust,

and widely available for routine clinical use. There are also relatively little

data with respect to the reproducibility of measurement methods within

and across observers.6 Our results indicate that experienced raters can

perform linear and volumetric methods of glioma quantification efficiently,

each of these measurement methods are sufficiently reliable to be applied

in the clinical setting, and that head-to-head correlations between the

different linear (1D vs 2D) and volumetric measurement techniques (CEV

vs TTV) were excellent and good, respectively.

The time investment required for raters to perform quantitative

glioma measurements indicate that 1D, 2D, and TTV methods could

be incorporated into the routine generation of neuroradiologic reports

without onerously increasing the workload of the interpreting clini-

cian. Raters were able to obtain 1D measurements in <5 minutes, 2D

and TTV in 5 to 10 minutes, generally became more efficient with

experience, and each of these 3 methods can be performed with digi-

tal caliper and volumetric ROI tools that are standard features on pro-

prietary and open source image analysis software platforms.1,6,10-12

All raters took longer to execute the CEV calculations (10-25 minutes)

than the other 3 methods, likely due to the inherent complexity of

segmenting this tumor habitat as well as our specific methodologic

requirement to use multiple image processing steps and software plat-

forms to generate the CEV.8-10

Intraobserver and interobserver variabilities were low, yielding

consistent linear and volumetric glioma measurements. Our results

demonstrate an experienced rater will generate similar measurements

from the same tumor over the course of 2 sessions. Intraobserver

agreement was higher than interobserver agreement, which is not

unexpected based on inherent features of gliomas that have con-

founded measurements of gliomas in this and other studies in humans

and dogs.6 Subjective comments provided by raters indicated that lin-

ear assessments of contrast-enhancing target lesions presented the

most challenges in this study, as it was often difficult to determine the

exact origin or termination of linear measurements in areas demon-

strating a gradient of contrast-enhancement on T1W images, or plac-

ing orthogonal measurements in a fashion that avoided cystic or

necrotic tumor areas.1,6 Raters also commented that suspected thera-

peutic effects, such as radiation necrosis or peritumoral edema, fur-

ther and preferentially confounded linear assessments.1-2,5,15 As was

hypothesized, these subjective impressions were supported by our

findings of intraobserver and interobserver variabilities that were

higher for linear when compared to volumetric methods, which is sim-

ilar to previous observations when measuring gliomas in dogs and

humans.6,15-16

Compared to volumetric techniques, linear measurement methods

are subject to greater imprecisions due to their high sensitivity to slice and

point selection by the rater, and their relative insensitivity to detection of

size change, particularly when markedly asymmetric tumor responses

occur.1,6,15,17 Although some potential sources of slice variability were mit-

igated through the use of a standardized MRI sequences, our protocol did

not control head position and thus slice acquisition angles. Different slice

acquisition angles can have significant impacts on linear measurements,

while having minimal effect on volumetric methods.15,17

Overall, there was very good concordance among the various raters

and methods in classifying therapeutic responses. Total concordance

was slightly higher when raters determined therapeutic responses using

clinical and imaging criteria, and the least discordance was observed with

the TTV method. These results reinforce the importance and relevance

of including results of physical examinations and corticosteroid

dosing requirements into holistic therapeutic response assessments.1
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There was perfect agreement when classifying CR, although this was

only identified in 4 MRI studies, which were all from the same dog.

Compared to the TTV, linear methods, especially the 1D, tended to

underestimate PD. Volumetric techniques may detect disease progres-

sion earlier, as tumor volume is dependent on the third power of its

diameter.1,15-16,18 For example, PD is defined in the 1D method by

a ≥20% increase in the LD, and a 20% increase in the diameter of a

sphere is equivalent to a 73% increase in volume, whereas the TTV

threshold for PD is a ≥40% increase in volume.18 However, as we

observed similar and significant associations between 2D, CEV, and TTV

tumor responses at 6 weeks and OS, which is a frequently utilized and

clinically relevant endpoint in dogs with glioma, the small differences

in response rates we observed between these methods may not be

clinically significant.

Our survival analysis results indicated that associations between

tumor response at 6 weeks and OS were stronger when volumetric

methods were used compared to linear methods, and support the

intuitive clinical assumptions that an objective reduction in glioma

size is a clinically meaningful surrogate of therapeutic response and

associated with a survival benefit.1,2,15 The 1D method was the only

1 examined in this study that did not have a statistically significant

association with survival and this could be due to the fact that, as

highlighted above, tumors are 3-dimensional entities, so methods that

more globally evaluate the tumor morphology are better predictors of

therapeutic response and survival because they are more representa-

tive of the real evolution of the disease.15,18 We elected to use the

6 week follow-up evaluation for our landmark analysis partly because

of our dataset limitations, as 6 week follow-up MRI examinations

were available for all dogs, and by the 3 month follow-up nearly 50%

of the dogs had died. Thus, survival analyses using other imaging end-

points in this study would have been underpowered.

Depending on the kinetics and mechanism of action of the antineo-

plastic treatment applied, the 6 week posttreatment observation interval

might not be ideal for surveillance of therapeutic response.1 However,

given the relatively short survivals associated with the treatment of dogs

with glioma in this and other studies and the correlations we observed

with tumor response and OS, recommending imaging surveillance at

6 weeks represents a clinically justifiable cost: benefit compromise.19

The survival analyses performed in this study might also not be gen-

eralizable across tumor types, grades, or therapeutic modalities, as

we did not evaluate effects of tumor type or grade on survival nor

did we include dogs receiving surgery, immunotherapeutics, or cyto-

static agents.20 Our results are relevant to dogs receiving SRT, which

is a widely used therapeutic modality in clinical practice.5

Our study is limited by the use of only expert raters to perform

quantitative tumor measurements. Inclusion of more raters with dif-

fering medical backgrounds and levels of experience may have pro-

vided additional insight into ranges of efficiency, variability, and

discordance that could be anticipated if these methods are routinely

used clinically.16 However, our results indicate that expert raters can

measure gliomas and assign therapeutic responses consistently

enough to avoid excessive adjudication, which supports the use of

blinded, independent central radiologic reviews for glioma clinical

trials in dogs.21

Our measurement results might also not be relevant to the entire

population of dogs with glioma, as we did not include dogs treated with

surgical resection, or gliomas presenting with multicentric satellite, butter-

fly, or diffuse leptomeningeal or ependymal tumors.13 Surgically induced

changes in the brain can further complicate quantitative assessments of

the residual or recurrent tumor burden, especially when using postcontrast

images.1,20 However, the dT1 mapping technique that was used to deter-

mine the CEV in this study, when applied to pre- and immediate postoper-

ative postcontrast images, can assist with discrimination of residual tumor

associated contrast-enhancement from surgically induced changes.8,20 As

gliomas in dogs are currently rarely treated surgically outside of clinical trial

settings, and frequently present as a solitary mass lesions in the brain, our

results are applicable to the majority of dogs with these tumors.3-6,11-14

Thinner slices provide more accurate representations of tumor volume,

usage of thinner and contiguous T2W slices or acquisition of 3D

balanced steady-state free precession gradient echo sequences may

further improve quantitative tumor assessments, although at the expense

of increased scanning time.1,6,17

5 | CONCLUSIONS

Therapeutic response assessments were comparable using 1D, 2D,

CEV, and TTV techniques. When a standardized MRI protocol is used,

all of these methods are adequate for routine clinical use. However,

differences in therapeutic response rates were observed across the

various methods and when performed using only imaging criteria vs

composite clinical and imaging data. Thus, adoption of standardized

criteria for response assessment of gliomas in dogs that include clini-

cal status should be considered to facilitate comparison of results

across studies and treatment modalities. Given the relative efficiency

and ease of performance of the TTV using open source, readily avail-

able software platforms, the inclusion of clinical assessment criteria

into TTV derived responses, the applicability of this method to non-

enhancing gliomas, its superior reliability among and across raters, and

its demonstrated prognostic value, we recommend that TTV continue

to be used for the assessment therapeutic response of canine gliomas,

unless an alternate method is indicated based on the treatment being

assessed.3,4
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